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As one of the newest treatments in cosmetic surgery, the thread lift (or featherlift) has been branded in
the media as a “miracle” non-surgical facelift. With this procedure, sagging areas around the brow,
cheeks, jowl and neck are lifted by a network of polypropylene threads placed under the skin. D. Julie
Khanna, plastic surgeon at the Institute of Cosmetic and Laser Surgery in Oakville say that although
there is a place for thread lifts in her practice, the procedure is not the “miracle” some would make it
out to be.

“What makes me nervous is people trying to pitch this as a facelift,” Dr. Khanna says. “We have a lot of
people who are not professionals, not plastic surgeons or dermatologists, who just latch on to the
newest and hottest craze.”

Dr. Claudio DeLorenzi, medical director of the DeLorenzi Clinic in Kitchener uses a thread called the
Contour Thread. He says, “The way these devices work is there’s a thread that goes from a point of
fixation in the tissue. Other types of thread have no point of fixation; it’s just a set of barbed threads
with little hooks. These threads could bunch up the tissue. You get more of a lift with the Contour
Thread than the others.”

Dr. Khanna explains that a thread lift, though not a replacement for a facelift, is a useful tool.

“In our office, we combine a lot of little things,” she says. “Thermage with a thread lift, for example, as
opposed to just one of those procedures. I call it the ‘one plus one equals three’ result. You can add
smaller procedures together to get a really nice result, but you never get the equivalent of a facelift.”

Dr. DeLorenzi says that thread lifts work by using the threads to stimulate skin’s natural tendency to
contract. The threads take weight off the sagging areas of the skin, allowing the body to eliminate the
excess. For the treatment to be effective, skin elasticity is key.

“We restrict this to people who are mid-30s to early 50s,” he says. “That’s not based so much on
chronological age, but biological age and how good a condition the skin is in. If there are lots of wrinkles
and loose skin, they may not be a good candidate even if they’re younger. Someone who is older who’s
got fairly good skin elasticity will get some benefit from this.”

As well as reducing skin sagging due to aging, Dr. Khanna says that thread lifts can be used to
cosmetically reduce the symptoms of other medical conditions.

“Bell’s Palsy is a viral disease that gives you asymmetries in your face by damaging the nerves,” she says.
“You can use a thread lift to give a little pull on one side without doing any major surgical intervention.”

Dr. DeLorenzi says that downtime after the procedure is minimal.



“It depends on how much skin laxity there is and how much of a result you want,” he explains. “Since
we’re not making any cuts, the skin that gets pulled up has to go somewhere. We call this area the
‘transition zone.’ Usually within a week to 10 days that area of loose skin has smoothed out.”

During this time, DeLorenzi says, “It’s important that you don’t rub the face too hard or don’t push too
hard because you can displace it. The threads are like little cords holding your skin up from the inside,
and you don’t want to pull too hard until scarring has occurred around each thread internally. That little
bit of scar tissue that surrounds the thread is what’s really holding things up.”

Even though the threads remain under the skin, Dr. Khanna says that a thread lift would not interfere
with a future surgical facelift.


